
Ethical Storytelling in Sports Journalism: What does that mean?

! Story writing is akin to wood whittling. The writer and the whittler begin with a 

wealth of material to practice the art of subtraction. For the writer the medium never 

changes; stories told today follow the same formula that ancient Greeks developed 

thousands of years ago.1 Just like wood, this medium is rigid and pragmatic, but also 

recognizable and effective. Writers are known for their ability to craft around this 

inflexible structure, and captivate their audience with familiar narratives structures. Story 

genre is defined by a master narrative; it is the stock of the story, like birch or oak might 

be for a whittler. Andrew R. Cline writes that master narratives, “set story lines with set 

characters who act in set ways;” we recognize these narratives as clichés, stereotypes 

and motifs.2 Within the confines of a non-fiction genre like journalism, though, a writer 

that caters to a master narrative ultimately promulgates narrative bias. Narrative bias is 

a structural problem within journalism; founded on the idea that real life can be 

understood in cause-and-effect relationships, it structures every story such that there is 

a beginning, middle and end, like such a circumstance could exist in real life.3 

Subsequently, narrative bias plays out in the editing of a storyʼs original material; it 

affects the accuracy and tone of a story.! In college sports journalism specifically, what a 

journalist decides to cut and construct can have lasting consequences for students 

athletes in and outside the intended scope of a story. Narrative bias affects not only 

what kind of stories are told, but whose story is worth telling.
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! In pursuit of a story, the journalist thirsts for conflict to fuel the drama needed for 

the traditional narrative structure, which assumes that there is a beginning, middle and 

end. This structure is overwhelmingly common, though it has a tendency to oversimplify 

circumstances and situations. Real life does not follow a story arc, but sports stories 

would have you think otherwise. When working on a deadline it is easier for a journalist 

to amplify certain elements of a story to allude classic, dramatic tensions, than develop 

a new storytelling structure. The emphasis on drama subsequently emphasizes 

negative stories, even if the consequence of telling these stories jeopardizes an 

athleteʼs relationships with faculty, friends, family, teammates and coaches; an athleteʼs 

financial aid; and/or an athleteʼs mental well-being. Journalists that unhesitatingly 

publish negative, dramatic stories like to argue that press of this nature is fair-game 

because it is their way of remaining objective and unbiased. Ethically, though, this is 

lazy. A journalist need not reinvent the wheel to tell different kinds of stories that deviate 

away from the traditional narrative arc. 

! The obvious protagonist in sports stories is the first-place athlete, but such fixed 

thinking means the story complies with the master narrative of a genre. Such a story 

may be captivating, but is it ethical to only focus on this character? The most oppressed 

stories are the ones never told. To not tell a personʼs story is to not memorialize their 

significance in the bigger picture of history. Within sports journalism the same can be 

said for the non-athletes that carry sports culture to its infamy. Are groundskeepers vital 

to sports culture? Hot dog vendors? Judges? Doctors? These people contribute behind 

the scenes to sports culture and sporting events as much as first-place athletes, but 

herein lies the power of a master narrative: its popularity is what makes it so difficult to 
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change. That said, it has traditionally been the duty of the journalist to challenge popular 

ideas. The power of journalism lies in its capability to publish the truth; within the realm 

of sports journalism it should be no different. Just because the audience may cry out for 

the Vince Lombardi stories doesnʼt mean that journalists should always deliver them. 

! In building sports media stories a journalist must be critical of the subject and the 

foundation of the storyʼs narrative. It is the absence of critical thought that leads to 

unoriginal storytelling, which is the foundation for narrative bias and master narratives. 

The avoidance of lazy storytelling benefits both subject and journalist by growing sports 

culture and maintaining journalistic integrity. In turn this can grow mutually-respectful 

relationships between journalists and athletes. As sports journalism exists today, an 

animosity exists between athletes and journalists, and accusations that journalists do 

not fully adhere to ethical publishing practices should not be dismissed. In practicing the 

art of subtraction, a journalist has a great deal of power and gravity over the public. In 

crafting sports stories about involuntary celebrities, the journalist must analyze the 

consequences in writing stories set in a traditional narrative structure. That structure 

inaccurately portrays a linear path on which these celebrities seem to walk. Knowing 

that this is an inaccurate portrayal of reality, should a journalist continue to publish 

stories this way? Is it perhaps possible to tell circular stories, and what might that mean 

for the narrative arc? These questions can creatively redefine the telling of sports 

stories and understanding of sports culture. Sports stories can go beyond the telling of 

fans and top-tier athletes, if the journalist believes they can. 
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